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the air was almost chilly at that angle of the mountain road
two thousand feet and more above the plain. A wisp of
cloud hung round the little inn, as we climbed back into the
cars to drop down the mountainside to Santos. Then the
cars started, and we dropped. No one, I think, since Lucifer
has ever dropped so suddenly. The little inn shot upwards
to the sky like an express elevator in a New York skyscraper,
as we plunged down towards the plain. The racing tree-
tops leapt at us and ranged themselves in an impressive
frieze along the upper edges of the scene to watch our terrify-
ing progress, and the road flicked endless lengths of grey
beneath our leaping wheels. A wind went roaring past.
Narrowing our streaming eyes against it, we could see tiny
strings of motor-lorries coming slowly up the lower angles
of the road with heavy loads for Sao Paulo. But we had
not much attention to spare for other traffic, as we went
swooping down that incomparable road towards the plain,
holding firmly on to anything in reach. Several of the
company prayed for the first time in years ; for those far-
sighted engineers, pained at the thought that anything
might possibly delay our downward progress, had banked
the corners like a racing track; and the two cars shot round
each angle of the long descent in a skid that would develop
unsuspected powers of prayer in a motor-bandit. Our
drivers crouched above their steering-wheels like dervishes
at their devotions; and we remembered suddenly, as the
steep countryside shot upwards past us, that we must be
getting near the climbing lorries with their heavy loads bound
for Sao Paulo. That was an uncomfortable thought, with
a sheer Brazilian cliff on one side and a vertical descent into
an admirable landscape on the other. But there was not
much time to think; and even if we thought, it would not
do much good. So we shut our streaming eyes and held on
tight and hoped that, if anything occurred, the local press
would print our names with some approach to accuracy.
(That is, I think, the worst penalty incurred by British
subjects who involve themselves in avoidable fatalities
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